Environmental Fridays Public Science Announcement (EF PSA) Application Form

Season III Deadline: Friday, November 18, 2022

PSA TOPIC: ________________________________________________________________

CONTACT INFORMATION (WRITE VERY CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS)

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Street Address: __________________________________ City: _________________

Email: __________________________________ Phone: _______________________

EDUCATION INFORMATION (WRITE VERY CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS)

School/College: ___________________________ Status: _________________

Career Goals: __________________________________________________________

Is your photo and 350-400 word essay attached?

Math & Science Classes Completed and or Enrolled in:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS (main resources used including persons that helped)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signatures below certify that the applicant is ok with sharing their video and essay publicly and grants us permission to do so. It also verifies you are solely responsible for the content of the video.

Applicant Signature: __________________________________________ Date: __________

Parent/Guardian Signature: ___________________________ Date: __________

Teacher Signature: __________________________________ Date: __________